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ABSTRACT 

In the present paper we numerically study instrumental impact on statistical properties of quasi-CW Raman fiber laser 
using a simple model of multimode laser radiation. Effects, that have the most influence, are limited electrical bandwidth 
of measurement equipment and noise. To check this influence, we developed a simple model of the multimode quasi-
CW generation with exponential statistics (i.e. uncorrelated modes). We found that the area near zero intensity in 
probability density function (PDF) is strongly affected by both factors, for example both lead to formation of a negative 
wing of intensity distribution. But far wing slope of PDF is not affected by noise and, for moderate mismatch between 
optical and electrical bandwidth, is only slightly affected by bandwidth limitation. The generation spectrum often 
becomes broader at higher power in experiments, so the spectral/electrical bandwidth mismatch factor increases over the 
power that can lead to artificial dependence of the PDF slope over the power. It was also found that both effects 
influence the ACF background level: noise impact decreases it, while limited bandwidth leads to its increase. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Many types of fiber lasers are usually based on long cavities having typical lengths from hundreds of meters to several 
kilometres. In particular, Raman fiber lasers (RFLs) have been demonstrated with a record cavity length up to 270 km1  
being promising for telecom applications as quasi-lossless transmission media2,3. In RFLs the typical spectral width of 
output radiation is about 0.1-1 nm. Thus, the output radiation of conventional RFL consists of numerous longitudinal 
modes, up to 108. Longitudinal modes interact with each other in the long nonlinear and dispersive RFL cavity, which 
results in stochastic radiation which can be described in the terms of wave turbulence4-7. As a result, the time dynamics 
of the RFL is complex with non-trivial statistical properties8-11. Other types of fiber lasers, for example, Ytterbium-doped 
fiber lasers, also reveal quasi-CW properties of the output radiation with non-gaussian statistics12,13. Possible mode 
correlations are reported recently in both YDFLs and short RFLs14.  

In general, statistical properties of the fiber-based system attracted a lot of attention recently in the context of the optical 
rogue waves15-31. Up to date, the extreme events statistics is observed in many optical systems including pulsed and CW 
pumped SC sources16, silicon17 and fiber18 Raman amplifiers and lasers10-11,19, mode-locked lasers20,21 optical 
filamentation22 and other systems. See the recent review of the field in30-31. 

Statistical properties of the radiation can reveal a lot about the mechanisms of modes interaction, modes correlations and 
physical mechanisms of the optical rogue wave generation. However, the experimental measurements of statistical 
properties are not easy to perform as the optical bandwidth is usually much larger than electrical bandwidth of the 
measurement equipment. This factor together with noise influence in measurement setup could affect the shape of 
measured intensity probability density functions and lead to wrong physical conclusions.  

In the present paper, using a simple phenomenological model of the completely stochastic radiation consisting of 
uncorrelated modes, we study the influence of the measurement bandwidth and noise level on the statistical properties of 
the multimode laser radiation.  
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2. NUMERICAL MODELLING BASED ON QUASI-CW MULTIMODE SYSTEM 
 

2.1 Model of multimode laser radiation 

Numerical simulation of generation process in a multimode Raman fiber laser was performed using NLSE-based model 
in8-10, which shows nontrivial statistical properties of generated radiation. But NLSE-based model is not very convenient 
for our problem, since the complexity of the radiation temporal dynamics and statistics would make the interpretation of 
simulated bandwidth limitations complicated. Thus we use here a significantly simpler model being close to32. In this 
model the process of radiation formation is skipped, and its spectrum is introduced phenomenologically. Essential is that 
every point on frequency mesh can be treated as longitudinal laser mode (Fig. 1). 

 
Figure 1.Mode structure, used for modelling laser radiation. 

While using this approach we assume that modes are δ-shaped and neglect all influence of a single mode structure on 
entire radiation; this can be supported by the fact that in multimode lasers radiation structure is defined mainly by 
intermode interaction rather than single mode structure. All modes are set independent with initial phase randomly 
distributed in 2π interval. Amplitude of each mode is manually adjusted in such way the total spectrum envelope is agree 
qualitatively with experimentally measured data; quantitative agreement is, obviously, impossible with such a simple 
model. 

The following parameters are used for modelling: frequency mesh width is 100 GHz, number of modes – 216, what 
corresponds to intermode interval being approximately equal to 1.53 MHz .This quantity is much less than usual number 
of modes in a real fiber laser, but this fact should not affect the overall results. Optical spectrum width of modelled 
radiation is 30 GHz by 10 dB level. Fig. 2 shows the considered spectrum and normalized intensity time dynamics, 
obtained from Fourier transform of signal in spectral domain. 

 
Figure 2.Full optical spectrum in logarithmic scale, used for modelling (left). Temporal dependence of intensity (right). 

Stochastic nature of the temporal dynamics of the radiation is the result of random choice of initial phases; radiation can 
be treated as quasi-CW only. Characteristic time scale can be calculated as half-width of central peak of autocorrelation 
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function (ACF), given by
( ) ( )

( )2

I t I t
I t

τ+
, and is connected with spectrum width by relation 1corrτ ΔΩ ≥ ,  (fig. 3). 

The ACF level at t>>τcorr is equal to 0.5, which is a common property for stochastic signal. 

 
Figure 3. Intensity ACF of modelled radiation (left). Intensity PDF of modelled radiation (right). 

The detailed description of a random process is achieved with probability density functions (PDFs). As central limit 
theorem states, the sum of a large number of independent arguments obeys the Gaussian distribution; it means that PDF 
is Gaussian for ( )E t  and exponential for ( )I t . The PDF can be obtained from the simulated trace as a histogram, 
built on values of intensity at different points of time mesh, and then normalized to unit area. Such a PDF, built on the 
base of histogram with buffer size about 3,3·106, is represented in logarithmic scale at fig. 3. The buffer size is 
insufficient to supress the fluctuations at the far wing of distribution, where II > , but apart from them PDF is 

exponential
1

I
Ie

I

−

as expected. In our case average intensity is equal to 1, and the line can be characterized by a 

single value – the slope; as explained earlier, for a stochastic signal itis equal to -1. 

With the validity of the numerical model verified, we now proceed to study specific cases which can affect its statistical 
properties. 

2.2 Discussion of possible instrumental impact 

In a convenient experiment13,19 laser radiation is registered by a photodetector and then transmitted to an oscilloscope. 
Since the photodetector has its limited input power range, high intensity peaks may be transmitted in a nonlinear way, 
but this impact can be omitted by a proper choice of used power range. Other aspects usually do not affect incident 
radiation significantly: modern detectors generally have flat frequency response with high cut-off bandwidth and high 
SNR. Oscilloscopes have electrical cut-off bandwidth lower than photodetecors (up to tens of GHz, often GHz) and 
significant electrical noise, added to measured signal. Noise level also depends on the vertical sweep used, so to keep the 
SNR constant one has not only to control input power, but also use the same scale. All together these effects can 
significantly change original temporal and statistical characteristics of laser radiation. 

For our investigation oscilloscope noise and finite electrical bandwidth were chosen, as they have the strongest impact on 
measurements results. 

2.3 Impact of oscilloscope’s noise 

Noise was modelled as random function over time with Gaussian statistics, which is in qualitative agreement to typical 
measurement scenarios, and added to intensity; of course in frequency domain noise’s uniform spectrum was also 
summed up with radiation RF spectrum. In average noise is usually small and for simulation is taken zero; its power is 
characterized by value of its fluctuations. It is convenient to characterize noise power by relation between noise 
distribution dispersion σnoise and average input power; of course in real experiment this ratio is always significantly less 
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than 100%. Fig. 4 shows two different noise PDFs for a fixed input power and comparison between original intensity and 
the one corrupted with noise.  

 
Figure 4.Noise probability distribution, used for modelling, in case of two different noise powers (left). Comparison of an 
intensity time trace before and after addition of 50% noise (right). 

Fig. 5 performs a comparison between incident intensity PDF and two others, acquired from time dynamics traces, 
corrupted to variable degree. Noise corruption induces significant changes in the area near zero intensity, the PDFs 
acquire negative wings and distribution maximum is shifted towards positive intensities. But it is important to note that 
the far wings remain nearly unaffected and the slopes of the retrieved intensity PDF remain the same (fig. 5). Slope 
change can be observed only for SNR close to 100%. 

 
Figure 5. PDFs of original radiation and of radiation, corrupted with noise with different power (left). PDF far wing slope as 
function of noise power (right). 

ACF is affected in two ways: its main peak becomes narrower and its background level decreases (fig. 6). Both have 
explanations: since noise is totally uncorrelated and symmetrical around zero, its ACF has central peak width equal to a 
single time step and zero level, so with increase of its influence intensity ACF shifts towards noise ACF. 
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Figure 6. ACFs of original radiation and of radiation, corrupted with noise with different power (left). ACFs level as function of 
noise power (right). 

Note that in experiments such ACF behaviour (decrease of level) can be interpreted as shift to a different generation 
regime. For example, in pulsed lasers the ACF level between the pulses is near zero, so any mode correlations leading to 
decreasing the ACF level could potenstially lead to further mode-locking. In this case misunderstanding of noise 
influence can lead to mistakes in understanding of underlying physics. 

2.4 Impact of oscilloscope’s finite bandwidth 

A photodetector transmit to an oscilloscope signals proportional to incident light intensity. The oscilloscope cannot 
handle all frequencies of input electrical signal; all harmonics above some limit frequency are excluded from temporal 
dynamics.  This shows the way to modelling of mentioned effect: we should cut all frequencies higher than oscilloscope 
limit bandwidth from intensity RF spectrum; actually we apply a rectangular spectrum filter. This, of course, does not 
affect the average power. 

 
Figure 7. Intensity time dynamics for different values of limit bandwidth 

Fig. 7 depicts the corresponding intensity time dynamics for different values of the filter width, which clearly shows the 
pronounced effect of the decreased bandwidth. Trace becomes less spiky and the increase of characteristic time can be 
seen even without any analysis. 
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Figure 8. Intensity PDFs for different values of oscilloscope limit bandwidth (left). PDF far wing slope as function of 
oscilloscopelimit bandwidth (right). 

Fig. 8 draws PDFs, calculated over traces with different filters applied. As it can be seen, changes are observed both at 
area near zero intensity and at far wing. But if shift of distribution maximum and appearance of a negative wing due to 
the filter function response are observed from the very beginning, the change in far wing slope is significant only for 
narrow oscilloscope bandwidths; slope dependence on filter width has, actually, threshold nature (fig. 8). For moderate 
spectral/electrical bandwidth mismatch, the effect on the PDF slope is quite marginal, but after some point the slope by 
absolute value starts to increase rapidly, overall PDF becomes significantly narrower and as a result intense events in 
radiation become highly supressed. That can be interpreted as introduction effective correlations in radiation by 
subtracting high frequencies from RF spectra. Note that in experiments, the generation spectrum often becomes broader 
at higher power, so the spectral/electrical bandwidth mismatch factor increases over the power that can lead to some 
dependence of the PDF slope over the power. This dependence, however, could be, at least partially, be a result of 
discussed effect of bandwidth mismatch influence. 

Important to note that under typical experimental conditions neither noise nor bandwidth limitation does not change the 
PDF far wing slope significantly, we can state that experimentally observed far wings19 are result of physical effects 
rather than consequence of measurement equipment limitations.  

 
Figure 9. ACFs for different values of oscilloscope limit bandwidth (left). ACF level as function of oscilloscope limit bandwidth 
(right). 

ACF behave itself in a similar way: apart from obvious increase of correlation time it demonstrates increase of 
background level, also depending on bandwidth in a threshold-like way (fig. 9). Again formally this fact can be 
interpreted as introduction of effective mode correlations, while for uncorrelated radiation background level must be ½. 

Another effect, arising from cutting high frequencies, is appearance of ripple in ACFs. Their nature is clear: applied 
rectangular filter has sinc Fourier image, actually bandwidth limited detection can be revealed by the ripple signature on 
the ACF. But in real experiment they again can be a reason for misunderstanding. 
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3. CONCLUSION 
Modelling of impact of measurement equipment limitations was performed using a simple model of multimode laser 
radiation, consisted of independent modes. Addition of noise to incident signal result in shortening of correlation time, 
deformation of intensity PDF zero area, and formation of a negative PDF wing. At the same time no influence on far 
wing PDF slope was observed even for quite high levels of noise. Effect of finite bandwidth, modelled by applying a 
rectangular spectral filter to radiation RF spectrum, is shown as leading to increase of correlation time, deformation of 
intensity PDF zero area, formation of a negative PDF wing, and appearance of ripples in ACF along with increase of its 
background level. Influence on far wing of PDF is threshold-like: for moderate mismatch between electrical and optical 
bandwidth slope nearly does not change, but from some point slope by the absolute value start to increase rapidly, which 
means narrowing of the entire PDF and, consequently, suppression of intense events. Experimental results, revealing far 
PDF wing, proved to be consequence of physical features of radiation, since as shown under typical experimental 
conditions neither noise, nor bandwidth limitation does not change the PDF far wing slope significantly. On the other 
hand, manifestation of both effects in ACF in some cases may be erroneously interpreted as evidence of physical 
processes. 
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